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	Do you express your emotions constructively whether they are positive or negative Do you accept the emotions of the other person in your relationship: Yes, I try to express my emotions constructively and accept the emotions of my partner. 
	How well do you handle external challenges that may come up in your relationship such as disagreements changes in circumstances or conflicts: I  do it by communicating openly and honestly, trying to understand the other person's perspective, and working together to find solutions.
	Do you listen to new ideas and perspectives and accept and appreciate the other persons differences: Yes, I like listening to new perspectives, and I appreciate the differences that make our relationship unique.
	Do you feel energized by your interactions with himher: Yes, I feel energized and enjoy our time together.
	Do you feel valued heard and understood in your relationship and do you show empathy and care: Yes, I feel valued, heard, and understood in my relationship, and I always try to show empathy and care towards my partner.
	Do you feel a sense of safety and trust in your relationship and do you approach the other person with mutuality and respect: Yes, I feel a sense of safety and trust in my relationship, and approach my partner with mutual respect.
	How can you express your emotions more constructively and how can you better accept and appreciate the emotions of the other person in your relationship: I always try to communicate in a non-judgmental way and practice active listening.
	What steps can you take to handle external challenges more effectively and to maintain a positive and healthy dynamic in your relationship: We communicate openly and work together to find solutions.
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	How can you better listen to new ideas and perspectives and appreciate the differences between you and the other person in your relationship: We try to keep an open mind and seek to understand each other's point of view.
	How can you both continue to build an energizing and enriching relationship and what activities or behaviors can you engage in to strengthen your bond: We enjoy activities and prioritize spending quality time together.
	How can you show more empathy care and understanding towards the other person in your relationship and how can you both communicate more effectively to ensure that you both feel heard and valued: I try to validate their feelings and communicate in a non-judgmental way.
	What can you do to build a sense of safety trust and mutual respect in your relationship and how can you communicate your feelings and needs in a way that promotes a healthy and supportive dynamic: We communicate our needs and boundaries clearly and prioritize open and honest communication.
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